THE HOLY TRINITY GRATITUDE
BLESSINGS ON MAHASHIVARATHRI
Dear One! Do NOT take us for granted!! Do NOT give us dates on which you
want us to speak to you. Instead strive to remain in gratitude and you will
always receive.
That is your mission Dear One!! Receive with Gratitude and spread
Gratitude….you will light your own path; as you walk towards us!
It is time for you to enhance your inner strength. When your inner strength is
supreme, you cannot be shaken by any external adversity.
That is a true sign of your progress. You will be able to discern your own
progress; as you walk towards us!
Dear One! There is heaviness in your right upper arm as you write our
words. There is heaviness in your head as you listen to our words.
Dear One! These are our energies which you will now recognize! Our energetic rays are so powerful; that we send you a single ray!
Your physical body can only receive a single ray of our energies and assist
you; as you walk towards us!
Dear One!! Both your ears are feeling odd, as if they have been opened out.
Yes, we are filling them with powerful vibrations, so that you can hear the
melodious flute and our lilting melodies in your meditation.
Dear One! You must meditate daily for it will assist you; as you walk towards us!
Dear One! You feel that today is an important day for meditation and spiritual sadhana. We bless all beings that meditate and strive for Moksha today.
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Remember Dear Ones that we are here to take you higher, every day, any
day. We do not have auspicious days and timings like you do. We perceive
subtle energetic vibrations.
Yes today, we send vibrant energies to the denizens of Planet Earth and we
bestow blessings on all; who walk towards us.
Dear One! We are your Divine Parents Blessing you through a single ray,
an aspect of Divine Selves!
We are Lord Shiva and Devi Parvati assisting you; in your walk towards
us!!

BLESSINGS OF LORD KRISHNA -1
Dear One, My melodies flow through your entire creation as your life breath.
When you connect to Me in your physical form, you breathe in the oxygen
present in the atmosphere of Mother Earth.
But your subtle bodies do not need oxygen or any other substance. Your subtle bodies are a ray of light, which can imbibe my melodies and enhance
your progress.
Why do I play the flute? So many reasons have been given and so many
eulogies have been showered.
There is of course, the physical aspect of cleansing your mind of negativity.
Make it pure and empty, so that My Divine Breath can flow and emerge as a
melody.
Annihilate the ego, step by step and you will find more melodies emerging in
your meditation. The ego fills your mind and senses with negativity and Tamas.
As your ego reduces and humility and gratitude enter your life, you will be
able to imbibe My positive vibrations.
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Dear Ones, it is important for you to understand that My melodies are played mainly to raise
the vibratory levels in ether.
As your atmosphere is purified, it positively influences the minds of humanity. I will always
be in harmony with the Cosmos.
I will always play melodies even though millions are unaware of Me.
I am not dependent on their evolution; they need to seek Me for their evolutionary progress.
I play the flute for every ardent devotee, who seeks Me.
I am the enchanting Lord Krishna Blessing you.
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